Abstract-A state-variable-based approach to the impulse response and convolution analysis of distributed microwave circuits is developed. The state-variable approach minimizes computation time and memory requirements. It allows the use of parameterized nonlinear device models, thus improving robustness. Soliton generation on a nonlinear transmission line is considered as an example.
can be used, as the nonlinearity is not restricted to the form of current as a nonlinear function of voltage. Parameterized device models result in stable transient analysis for larger time steps and, thus, less discretized time history is required. Also, with improved stability, constant time steps can be used, further improving the robustness of the convolution.
A nonlinear transmission line (NLTL) is used here and it is regarded by many in the field as an extreme test of the performance of transient and steady-state simulators. More generally, the work is directed at the transient simulation of distributed systems with tightly coupled circuit-field interactions.
II. BACKGROUND
Distributed linear microwave circuits are described by frequency-dependent network parameters and only a few methods are available to accommodate these circuits in transient simulation. These methods include impulse response and convolution (IRC), asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE), and Laplace inversion.
A. IRC
One of the first implementations of IRC to distributed microwave circuits was performed in 1987 by Djordjevic and Sarkar [5] . Since that time, there have been several efforts to reduce the significant aliasing errors that result from the inverse fast Fourier transform (I-FFT) operation.
Minimization of aliasing in the I-FFT requires that the imaginary part of the frequency response be zero at the maximum frequency. Low-pass filtering has been used to achieve this [6] . The introduction of a small time delay also achieves this result with presumably less distortion [4] . Insertion of an augmentation network in the linear network at the interface with the nonlinear network achieves the same result for special types of circuits [1] . The effect of the augmentation network is compensated in the nonlinear iteration scheme. It is also important to limit the length of the impulse response to reduce memory requirements, and the resistive augmentation achieves this result [1] . Augmentation is also effectively achieved using -parameters [7] , where the reference impedance effectively dampens multiple reflections.
Distributed networks are characterized partly by reflections so that an impulse response tends to have regions of low value between regions of rapid change. In this case, thresholding greatly reduces the number of impulse-response discretizations that need to be retained [1] . In high-speed digital interconnect 0018-9480/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE circuitry, this can reduce the number of significant impulse responses by a factor of 10-100, depending on the desired accuracy [1] .
Convolution, as generally practiced, uses a rectangular integration scheme (essentially an impulse response is treated as being constant in a time-step interval). Stenius et al. [8] developed a trapezoidal form of the convolution integration, which could possibly have superior convergence properties than the previous block integration.
B. AWE
The frequency-dependent network parameters can be modeled using frequency-independent primitives (resistors, inductors, and capacitors) if a rational polynomial transfer function is fitted to the network parameters. In practice, this procedure results in an impossibly large circuit. The AWE method addresses this problem by reducing the dimension of the rational polynomial while minimizing distortion [9] , [11] . This method works well for interconnects in digital systems and lower frequency microwave circuits [12] , [13] . However, higher frequency circuits can only be modeled approximately using AWE due to the infinite number of poles and zeros of such a circuit.
Most of the AWE methods use the Padé approximation and this and other approximations used can have stability problems [9] .
Recent work has extended this technique to more general distributed circuits [10] .
C. Numerical Inversion of Laplace Transform Technique
This technique does not have aliasing problems since it does not assume that the function is periodic. The inverse transform exists for both periodic and nonperiodic functions. There is no causality problem for double-sided Laplace transforms either. Unlike FFT methods, the desired part of the response can be achieved without doing tedious and unnecessary calculations for the other parts of the response. Laplace techniques suffer from the series approximations and the nonlinear iterations involved. The advantages and limitations of the inverse Laplace methods are discussed in detail in [14] .
III. FORMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
As it is now conventional for distributed microwave circuits, the circuit is partitioned into linear and nonlinear subcircuits [15] . The core of the method presented here is that state variables are used to describe the nonlinear dependence in the nonlinear subcircuit. This enables more flexibility in writing the nonlinear element models so that better convergence might be achieved [18] .
The linear subcircuit is characterized in the frequency domain and the other part, which includes the nonlinear devices, is treated in the time domain. From [16] , the vector of voltages in the frequency domain calculated at the interface to the linear network is (1) where is the state variable vector, is the state variable impedance matrix, and is the vector of currents flowing into the linear network at the interface of the linear/nonlinear network. Since the independent sources are more easily handled in the time domain for this kind of analysis, the source vector can be assumed to be zero and the sources are considered together with the nonlinear devices. Expanding the matrix multiplication, each element of the voltage vector can be written as (2) Rewriting one term of this equation in the time domain and replacing the multiplications with the convolution operation leads to (3) Now, expanding the convolution operation, we get (4) where the system is assumed to be causal: for . Numerical evaluation requires discretization as follows. First, each element of the I-FFT of has a finite number of components, which is denoted as . Using the trapezoidal integration rule [8] and using obtained from the I-FFT, we obtain (5). For , the last term is zero since . For , the last term is also zero since if if (5) Note that in all but one of the convolution sum terms, ; thus, most of the convolution sum can be performed before beginning the iterations to solve the nonlinear system of equations. The following error function is solved at each time step (6) and, in vector form, the complete system is . . .
The error function in (7) is solved for each time step. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The formulation developed above resulted in a standard nonlinear problem that can be solved using the Newton method or quasi-Newton method. As the error function changes only slightly from time step to time step, efficient iterative matrix solve schemes can be used, as a very good preconditioner is available from the previous time step. The general flow of the analysis is shown in Fig. 1 and was implemented in the Transim program.
A. Modified Nodal Admittance Matrix (MNAM)
Computation begins with the formulation and solution of a frequency-domain MNAM of the linear subcircuit. The MNAM routines are based on the sparse matrix package Sparse 1.3.
1 This is a flexible package of subroutines written in C that quickly and accurately solve large sparse systems of linear equations. It also provides utilities such as MNAM reordering and other utilities suited to circuit analysis. At each frequency, the state variable impedance matrix is calculated from the lower-upper (LU) triangular decomposed MNAM [16] .
B. Impulse-Response Determination
The impulse response is obtained using the inverse real Fourier transformation of each element of . The transform requires special characteristics of the frequency-domain variables at high frequencies so that aliasing is minimized. Problems occur with ideal inductors and capacitors, as the matrix elements can go to infinity. This can be corrected by cascading a resistive augmentation circuit with the linear circuit and, thus, ensure finite parameters [1] , [17] . The use of scattering parameters achieves similar resistive augmentation [7] . Being resistive, the effect of the augmentation network can be removed in transient simulation, as the resistors are unaffected by the Fourier transformation. The current work uses the resistive augmentation network shown in Fig. 2 . The advantage of this topology is that no extra nodes are added to the circuit and the size of the MNAM is not changed. The augmentation network provides a better matrix conditioning for the I-FFT operation at the expense of increased error due to finite numerical accuracy. Ideally, the effect of the augmentation would be exactly compensated. The resistive augmentation network also serves to limit the extent of the impulse response as energy is absorbed and multiple reflections are damped. Again, note this effect is fully compensated.
Before converting the frequency domain (impedancelike) matrix to the time domain, the imaginary part of the frequency response needs to be band limited so that the function has a periodic (or circular) frequency response. This significantly reduces the aliasing errors in the I-FFT operation.
In Transim, frequency response limiting is implemented by filtering the last part of the frequency spectrum of each matrix element so the imaginary part goes to zero and the real part goes to the dc value. In this way, the frequency response is periodic. This is in contrast to low-pass filtering [1] , which zeroes the high-frequency response and introducing additional time delay to take the imaginary response to zero [2] . The filtering factor is (8) where is the number of discrete frequencies, is the frequency index, and is the frequency index at which filtering starts. For all greater than , the filtering operation on each state variable impedance matrix entry is (9) (10)
The amount of filtering is an analysis option since, in some cases, it is not necessary. By default, only the last 3% of the spectrum is filtered to achieve an acceptable alias reduction. The effect on causality remains to be determined. If this is not done, the correct impulse response is not assured as the continuity condition is inherent in the I-FFT (or FFT) operation.
Causality imposes special considerations for the response obtained from the I-FFT operation. A discontinuity of the impulse response generally occurs at , as the negative time response must be zero [8] . In this situation, the I-FFT operation yields a value which is the average of the one-sided limits of the function at that point; i.e., the value calculated at is one-half of the value at . However, the upper side limit (at ) is required in numerical integration and, thus, the value of the I-FFT calculated time response must be multiplied by two to obtain the required impulse response. Note that in (5), the first point of the impulse is divided by two; thus, the multiplication can actually be saved.
Fourier transformation is implemented using a real I-FFT algorithm from the FFTW library. 2 This algorithm requires only the positive frequency samples since the negative frequency samples are the complex conjugate of the corresponding positive frequencies. The FFTW library is a comprehensive collection of C routines for computing the discrete Fourier transform in one or more dimensions of both real and complex data and of arbitrary input size.
C. Parameterized Nonlinear Models
Let the nonlinear subnetwork be described by the following generalized parametric equations [18] :
where , are vectors of voltages and currents at the common ports, is a vector of state variables, and a vector of time-delayed state variables, i.e.,
. The time delays may be functions of the state variables. All vectors in (12) have the same size equal to the number of common (device) ports. This kind of representation is convenient from the physical viewpoint, as it is equivalent to a set of implicit integro-differential equations in the port currents and voltages. This allows an effective minimization of the number of subnetwork ports and, what is more important, results in extreme generality in device modeling capabilities.
Here, a parametric diode model for the diode element is presented [18] . The full model includes capacitances and nonlinear resistance, but here, a simple case is shown for didactic purposes. The conventional current equation for the diode is and, based on previous work [18] , the parametric model is as follows: if if (14) if if (15) where is some threshold value. The model requires the current, voltage, and derivatives to be continuous at . This implies that (16) where is the slope and is chosen to be . Note that using this value, becomes independent of the saturation current. In this way, the maximum value of the exponential function is limited to . The plots of Figs. 3-5 show the improvement in the behavior of the model when using the state variable approach. In a diode, the current has an exponential dependence on voltage. This causes convergence problems when the voltage is updated during nonlinear iteration. At voltages greater than the threshold, small voltage increments can result in large current changes and, hence, changes in the error function. The possibility of large changes is eliminated through the use of parameterization that ensures smooth well behaved current, voltage, and error function variations when the state variable is updated (see Figs. 4 and 5) .
D. Convolution
Convolution of the impulse response of the linear circuit with the outputs of the nonlinear elements has been proposed for transient analysis of distributed circuits with [1] - [4] , [6] , [7] , and [19] . The major problem identified with this type of analysis is the rapid growth in computation and memory requirements. The convolution integral, which becomes a convolution sum in computer implementations, is where is the length of the impulse response and is the number of state variables. Memory usage is , principally due to storage of the matrix impulse response. Thus, reducing the number of state variables (i.e., using the minimum number of state variables rather than the voltages at all nodes of the nonlinear network) dramatically reduces memory and compute time. As state variables permit the use of parameterized device models, the stability of the convolution analysis is improved, allowing larger time steps and, thus, reducing .
E. Nonlinear Equation Solver
The nonlinear system at each time step is solved using the NNES library. 3 It is written in Fortran and provides Newton and quasi-Newton methods and many options, such as the use of analytic Jacobian or forward, backward, or central differences to approximate it, different quasi-Newton Jacobian updates, and two globally convergent methods. This flexibility permits rapid simulator development. Additionally, it reflects state-of-the-art numerical analysis.
V. SIMULATION OF A NLTL
NLTL's find applications in a variety of high-speed widebandwidth systems, including picosecond resolution sampling circuits, laser and switching diode drivers, test waveform generators, and millimeter-wave sources [20] . They have the following three fundamental characteristics: 1) nonlinearity; 2) dispersion; 3) dissipation. NLTL's consist of coplanar waveguides (CPW's) periodically loaded with reverse-biased Schottky diodes. Diode-based NLTL's used for pulse generation are extremely nonlinear circuits and are being used to test the robustness of circuit simulators. The NLTL considered here was designed with a balance between the nonlinearity of the loaded nonlinear elements and the dispersion of the periodic structure, which results in the formation of a stable soliton [21] , [22] . The nonlinearity of NLTL's is principally due to the voltagedependent capacitance of the diodes, and the dissipation is due to the conductor losses in the CPW's.
In this paper, the NLTL was modeled using generic transmission lines with frequency-dependent loss and Schottky diodes. 4 Skin effect was taken into account in the modeling of the transmission lines. The NLTL model is shown in Fig. 6 and is excited by a 9-GHz sinusoid. The NLTL was designed for a 24-GHz initial Bragg frequency, 225-GHz final Bragg frequency, 0.952 097 tapering rule, and 120-ps total compression. It contains 48 sections of CPW transmission lines and 47 diodes. The drive is a 27-dBm sine wave with 3-V DC bias. Fig. 7 shows the calculated transient response of the soliton line, including frequency-dependent (skin effect) loss of the transmission lines. The simulation time was 8 h on an Ultra-SPARC 1 workstation, clocked at 143 MHz. The number of frequencies used to obtain the impulse response was 4096 and the maximum frequency was 2700 GHz, which corresponds to a time step of 0.185 ps. The value of the compensation resistor was 140 . The comparison among the measured output voltage across the load [20] and transient and harmonicbalance simulation (also using Transim) is shown in Fig. 8 . The harmonic-balance analysis used the state-variable approach described in [16] . The convergence rate was increased and the number of harmonics was reduced using the filtering technique described in [23] , starting at harmonic number 30. The total number of frequencies was 40, and the simulation time was 30 h on the same computer. The harmonic content of the output is shown in Fig. 9 . The prediction of the main soliton amplitude is correct, although the impulse width is slightly smaller in the simulations. Note that the secondary soliton predicted by the simulations is not observed in the measurements. This is probably due to neglecting higher order parasitic effects of the interconnections. In both simulations, a parasitic inductance of 21.8 pH modeled the connection between each diode and the CPW line. Without adding complexity, this inductor was incorporated in the nonlinear diode model. This is only possible with state variables, and results in a better conditioned transient analysis.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The transient analysis gives slightly different responses depending on the size of the time step, as shown in Fig. 10 . Smaller time step yields a simulation more accurate. Work continues to identify the required time step for a prescribed accuracy. The importance of IRC analysis of distributed microwave circuits, as opposed to conventional SPICE analysis, is that frequency-dependent linear elements can be handled. In Fig. 9 . Magnitude of the harmonics of the output power. Fig. 11 , the effect of frequency-dependent transmission-line attenuation, principally due to the skin effect, is compared to frequency-independent attenuation and no attenuation. The frequency-independent attenuation of the transmission lines is the attenuation at 10 GHz. Frequency-dependent attenuation has only a small effect on the depth and width of the soliton. The importance of modeling is borne out by these results. Rather than focusing on the previously deleterious effect of frequency-dependent loss, better modeling of the parasitics of the NLTL is required to provide a better basis for computeraided design.
VII. CONCLUSION
The importance of this paper was the development of a state-variable formulation for transient analysis of distributed circuits using the impulse response of the linear subnetwork and convolution. State-variable-based analysis minimizes compute time and memory requirements when the number of linear elements with frequency-dependent loses is greater or about the same as the number of nonlinear elements, but, most importantly, it improves the robustness of the simulation by allowing parameterized nonlinear device models to be used. The transient simulation technique developed here is targeted at the analysis of circuits with tightly coupled circuit and field interactions. Modeling of the electromagnetic environment results in port descriptions without a defined global reference node, rendering the use of nodal voltages problematic [24] , [25] . The current implementation of Transim circumvents this problem by the use of local reference nodes.
